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e Introduced in 1969
e Stated that all parents (or guardians) have the right to choose the

I
e

school and the language of instruction for their children
Many Francophones (French Speakers) hated this law
They wanted to force all non-English speakers to learn French in
order to ensure the survival of the language despite increased
imrnigration

wlLL 22
e Introduced in 197 4
€ Established French as the Official Language of Quebec
g Forced French as the primary language of government and business
(writing contracts, addressing custcrners, advertising)
e A student could go to an English schooi oniy if they could pass a test
showing that they already had knowledge of English
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Named the Charter of the French Language
e Introduced in 1977
e Further established the French Language's dominance
e All government functions and all iaws must be executed in Frencla
e French becarne the only language of Government and Business
€ English education was restricted to those already in the system, their
siblings, those temporaritry posted in Quebec or whose parents hacl
received an English elementary education in the province
e A fanatical agency enforces this law (nicknamed the Language
Police)
u Loved by Francophone Canadians because it is the strong protection
thev aiwavs wanted
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the least?
1. Which areas of canada have the most bilingual positions, which have
bilingual positions.
Rank order the five areas of the country from most to least

bilin2. Why does the national capital region (Ottawa and area) have the most
gual positions? Why does Qu6bec have more than Ontario?

largely because of
3. The West was particularly opposed to bilingualism at first,
take some governthe cost involved and the inability of unilingual people to
shown in this graph,
ment jobs. In your opinion, and considering the figures
should theY be oPPosed?
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Date

Name

proportion of the Population Able to conduct a conversation in Both English and French,
Canada,1951,1961, 1971, 1981, and 1991
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1. What trend does this line graph illustrate?

2. What programs other than official bilingualism might explain this trend?
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Date

Name

percentage of the Population with French as Mother Tongue, canada, 1951-91

I 951
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1981 1986
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1. What trend does this line graph illustrate?

graph?
2. Does it contradict the conclusions you drew from the first line

SummarY Conclusions:

mixed results? Write
the Official Languages Act been a success' a failure' or of
a five-line paragraph explaining your position'
Has
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